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LAPAROSCOPY HAND INSTRUMENTS, 360° ROTATABLE

THE STANDARD
The modular system for whatever you need

  Long-life and reliable materials 
  Large variety of handle designs 
  Ratchet mechanism / deactivation

The RZ spherical head 
locking system for fast 
assembling / disassembling

More than 400 different laparoscopic inserts (Ø 3.0 / 3.5 / 5.0 / 10mm)

Please find more information
in our Laparoscopy catalogue

Modular 3-piece detachable instrument system consists of:

Handle Outer Sheath Insert

3-PIECE



LAPAROSCOPY HAND INSTRUMENTS, 360° ROTATABLE

4-PIECE

THE ENDO TIP SYSTEM
The environmental solution for the 
always sharp scissors

  Reusable handle and shaft, disposable tip
  Always having a sharp tip
  Ecological and economical - reduces waste 
 and saves budget

Complete Instrument consists of:

1   PEEK Polymer Handle (300-450-300)

2   Actuator rod (300-450-006)	

3   Outer tube including screw cap blue, Ø 5mm (300-450-005)

4   Insert 

1 PEEK POLYMER HANDLES

                      The EndoTip system allows 
    to reuse the handle and the sheath of the 
Instrument, but gives the opportunity to 
easily change the tip. 
That provides an always sharp scissors without 
creating the waste of a complete single use 
instrument. 

300-450-300 PEEK Polymer Handle, blue rotating wheel, 
  without ratchet

METZENBAUM  non-sterile, limited reusable
300-450-177 medium, 15mm curved
300-450-171 short, 10mm, curved
300-450-173 long, 18 mm, curved
300-450-174 long, 18 mm, straight
300-450-176 medium, 15mm, straight

METZENBAUM  sterile, single use
300-450-177S medium, 15mm curved

JOHANS  Grasper, fenestrated
300-450-289 non-sterile (limited reusable)

MARYLAND  Grasper, curved
300-450-731 non-sterile (limited reusable)

ENDOCLINCH  Grasper, fenestrated
300-450-049 non-sterile (limited reusable)
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LAPAROSCOPY HAND INSTRUMENTS, 360° ROTATABLE

SINGLE USE SHEATH SYSTEM
Convenient and sharp

  Combine your preferred handle with a sharp singe use scissors
  No need for resharpening of your most preferred Metzenbaum
  High quality handle combined with single use scissors  

2-PIECE

                     The fully disposable sheath  
     system gives you the opportunity to 
 combine your prefered MIC instrument handle 
with a disposable sheath. 
That safes space on your tray and reduces time 
in reprocessing of the equipment.

DISPOSABLE PART

METZENBAUM
Scissors Inserts, sterile, box with 10 pcs.,
Ø 5mm, 330mm working length   

medium, 15mm curved 300-600-177S

METZENBAUM
non-sterile, limited reusable, 1 pc.   

straight, short, 10mm 300-600-170
curved, short, 10mm 300-600-171
curved, 18 mm, long 300-600-173
straight, 18 mm, long 300-600-174
straight, 15mm, medium 300-600-176
curved, 15mm, medium 300-600-177

PEEK Polymer Handle, with HF connection  

without ratchet 300-750-101
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